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I couldnt resist writing a whole review about Shattered Soldier, but I think that a lot of people arent going to know
that it exists if they dont already have it. Not even the people that love Contra are going to be aware of this

game. On this page, we provide a link to the torrent Contra: Shattered Soldier. But to download it, you'll need to
visit the file hosting websites Get Faster, Uploaded, 4shared, File Arena, Extabit and SendSpace. All of them have
excellent anti-virus software and are very reliable. So, if you want to download Contra: Shattered Soldier without
registering, you'll need to use these free download sites. One of the best ways to find Contra: Shattered Soldier
downloads is to search in the blog-like site Second Life. This is a virtual world where participants, or residents as

they call it, can build and create using a variety of 3D objects and set up shops where people can buy these
products and interact with other people using the Second Life client or World Wide Web interface. Yes, ladies and
gents. It's Contra time once again! There's no doubt that the game looks a bit like the original Contra. Contra, the
original NES game, with the nuclear hell in the background. Contra Shattered Soldier has the same classic game
feel. Go through the levels, shoot shit in the air. Purge the aliens from the map. When you're at a red level, it's

time to run and shoot. Toss in the top-notch controls and you have yourself a good game. Good battles with a fun
story. And free DLC! You can't go wrong here. The only complaints I have of this game is that the story and

characters were mostly blank slates. While the games are a bit weak, they do set an entire genre's standard on
what to expect in a good Contra game. The fact that they set the tone and standard for the genre to expect is

one of its own merits. While you can feel bad about them, you can't hate them because they were the foundation
of one of the greatest game series of all time.
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You will be playing as Bill through a combination of first person shooter gameplay and side-
scrolling shooter gameplay. In typical Contra fashion, there is laser heat, and guns, and —
in the most recent Contra game — jet packs for quick escapes when the going gets tough.
There are also a slew of bosses to fight that are always at a disadvantage because of their

size and abilities. It is arguable, however, that Contra: Shattered Soldier has the best
soundtrack of any game in the series. There are also plenty of unlockable cutscenes and
images that will take you back to your Contra game memories. You will be working with a
team of Contra veterans (who will soon be your allies, but you will not trust them yet) —
and one newcomer. Together, you must fight your way through various enemy bases in
order to take down and seek out the evil aliens hiding on the moon. The main characters
for the game are Armas, who is an ex-Sniper, Kelly is a Soldier, and Samson is a Shaolin
Monk who came to save the day. But it is Bill who decides to get back in action and kick
alien ass. In all honesty, Contra III is easily the best of the Contra games. That's primarily
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due to the ability to play the game as a 2-player simultaneous run-and-gun action. This
means that you can play at the same time as a friend and sometimes even score bonus
points if your friend's bullets collide with enemies. And unlike Alien Wars, you wont be

fighting this time. Everything is pretty much of a piece, and it becomes a game of
memorization and teamwork. Right from the start, youll be faced with a whopping 45

stage enemy-filled levels. Some of them are relatively easy, but some are (like the first
one) almost impossible unless you use the power-ups. This isn't nearly enough to stop you.

Each level also features single-player campaign levels with a few enemies and a boss.
Considering the entire game is over in about 8 hours, its not surprising that Konami added
nearly an hour to make it look more like a full-fledged console game. This includes reusing
sprites, music and voices from earlier Contra games, only applying them to new enemies
and stages. Despite its limitations (especially the graphics), Contra III isn't about the story

so much as it is about action, so its a fun game to pick up and play. 5ec8ef588b
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